Ford 3910 tractor parts diagram

We want to help you find your Ford Tractor Parts! If you have questions or need help finding
your part call our Parts Helpline. We are not a salvage dealer and do not stock used parts. We
want to help you find your parts! If you have questions please call our parts Helpline. Ford
Tractor Parts from to the last one that rolled off the assembly line. The first Ford tractor was the
9N, the first tractor to have both three-point hitch and a rear Power Take Off. The 9N was first
demonstrated in Dearborn , Michigan on June 29, Like the Farmall , it was designed to be a
general-purpose row-crop tractor for use on smaller farms. An extremely simple, almost crude
tractor, the 9N was fitted with the Ferguson system three-point hitch, a three-speed
transmission, and featured foot pegs instead of running boards. Ford Tractor Parts. The 9N's
relatively tall and wide-spaced front wheel design resulted in somewhat sluggish steering and
reduced maneuverability compared to competing machines such as John Deere 's Models A
and B, and the Farmall 'Letter series'. Uniquely, the exhaust was routed underneath the tractor,
much like an automobile. All 9N tractors were painted dark grey. The Ferguson hitch was
designed to solve some of the problems found in the earlier Fordson tractors such as flipping
over if the plow hit an obstruction. The 9N was revised a number of times, until being
re-launched as the 2N in late The 2N still came in dark grey, but now had added improvements
including a larger cooling fan and a pressurized radiator. However, the 2N, like the 9N, still had
only a 3-speed transmission, a disadvantage compared to the Farmall A and M. By this time,
wartime regulations had imposed manufacturing economies, and some 2Ns can be seen with
all- steel wheels and a lack of sleeved engines. Batteries were reserved for the war effort, so the
all-steel wheel tractors came with a magneto ignition system instead of a battery. After the war
the steel wheels and magneto system were replaced with rubber and batteries. All of the 9N and
2N models featured a front-mounted distributor, which proved difficult to service. It is hard to
tell the difference between the 9N and the 2N. Official production of the 8N tractor began in
Equipped with a 4-speed transmission, this model was destined to become the top-selling
individual tractor of all time in North America. The most noticeable differences between the 8N
and its predecessors was the inclusion of a 4-speed transmission instead of a 3-speed in the 9N
and 2N, and an increase in both PTO and drawbar horsepower. The other big change on the 8N
was the addition of a 'Position-control' setting for the hydraulics. This change was made
partially to improve flexibility in varying soil conditions, and partially to evade Harry Ferguson's
patent on the hydraulic system, since Ferguson's production agreement with Ford had been
terminated at the end of the war. Ford Tractor Parts The original automatic draft control on the
Ferguson system would allow the depth of the implement to vary based on soil conditions,
which did not work well for some implements. The new Position Control setting bypassed the
draft control and allowed the implement to remain at a consistent position relative to the
position of the Touch Control lever. A continued drawback to this series of tractor, was the
safety need for an overrunning clutch at the end of the PTO shaft. This was addressed with the
advent of the PTO overrunning coupler. The 8N was equipped with running boards and was
painted gray on the sheet metal and red on the body. It was the first Ford tractor to feature a
clutch on the left side and independent brakes on the right. In the 8N design changed to feature
a side-mounted distributor, as well a Proof meter combined speedometer, tacometer, hour
meter located on the lower right portion of the dash. Larger than the 8N, the Golden Jubilee
featured live hydraulics. Are you looking for Ford Tractor Parts Online? Then you have found
the right Website. We stock a large inventory of parts, from the old 9N, 2N, and 8N Tractors to
the very last Ford Tractor that rolled off the production line. We stock many of the filters and
maintenance parts to help keep your Ford Tractor performing at peak efficiency. We are
supported by several large warehouses for those harder to find parts. Dear Valued Customer,.
Our Experienced and Friendly Parts Sales Staff at Alma Tractor will go above and beyond to
help you keep your equipment up and running. Every one of our Parts Staff members have over
10 years of experience in the parts business and we have over years of combined experience in
helping customers find their parts, no matter what brand it is. Let us help you make your parts
buying experience easier. Even the most dependable equipment needs a new part now and
then. Alma Tractor maintains an extensive inventory of Ford Agriculture parts, so you'll have
the parts you need as quickly as possible. Our convenient live helpline is staffed with
experienced friendly parts technicians to help you select the correct part for your equipment. All
you need is the model number and serial number of your machine to get the correct parts you
need for your Ford Agriculture equipment. When you are ordering parts it is sometimes
necessary to locate the date code, serial number, or ordering code of your tractor to help find
the exact parts you need. Below is a chart showing the location of those numbers to help you
find the correct parts. Once you have found the numbers you need then here is how to tell
which number is your date code to help you find the correct Ford Tractor Parts. Always
remember to skip the letter I. Sometimes these other 2 numbers may be needed to help you find

the correct Ford Tractor Parts you need. This number can help you figure out what Series your
tractor is, what type chassis it is, Fuel Type, PTO Type, and what Transmission was originally in
the tractor. The Serial number will obviously show where your tractor fit into the build sequence
the day it was made. As Always if you need help finding the right parts Please Call our parts
Helpline and one of our Friendly and Experienced Parts Techs will be glad to help you. Need
Help? Alma Tractor Parts Department is a full line parts Dealer. We have 2 easy ways for you to
order your parts. Having problems finding the right parts? Give us a call on our parts Helpline
at: and let one of our Experienced and Friendly Parts Techs help you with your order. We want
to help you succeed in finding your parts! Ford Tractor Parts Online Parts Store Once you have
found the numbers you need then here is how to tell which number is your date code to help
you find the correct Ford Tractor Parts. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You
must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. PART :
The condition of the old part can affect the usability of the core, in some cases partial or no
refund may be given. If the part you purchased is a different part than the one being replaced,
partial or no refund may be given. Please contact us for more details. Cores returned in a
damaged state are subject to no or partial credit, so package them well for return as if they were
a new product. We have many new parts available but not listed, if you are looking for a new
part but the item you see has a core charge, please contact us. Order Toll Free 1. Air Cleaner
Components. Air Conditioning. Cab Parts. Cooling System. Engine Overhaul Kits. Engine Parts.
Fuel System. Hydraulic System. PTO Components. Service Manual. Starters, Alternators and
Switches. Water Pump. Features Package Quantity 1. Tractor splitting stands with rails.
Features Notes This Tractor Splitting System is designed to assist service technicians with
process of splitting tractor effortlessly, efficiently and safely while performing tractor repairs,
maintenance, and inspections. Supports weight of 10, lbs. Tractor Separator - 10T. Features
Notes Made to service the higher horse power tractors safely and efficiently during repairs and
maintenance. Supports weight of 20, lbs. Four camera capability 2. Supports 12V automotive
battery. Infrared Illuminators allow up to 32 feet of night visibility, image mirroring function,
made to withstand off-road conditions, audio capabilities. Each camera has an antenna and a
power supply jack. Cameras require 12V power source. Accessories: Base-Mounted Remote
Antenna with 9. This system can be expanded to support up to four cameras. These bars offer
twice the lighting power and will make your off-road adventures more safe and more fun.
Recommended for off-road applications. If you don't have the serial number of your tractor, you
can find it on the transmission cover, right-front. The serial number starts from C for a model,
from C for a model, from C for a model, from C for a model, from C for a model, from C for a
model, from BA for a model, from BB for a model, from BB for a model, from BB for a model.
They also have differential wet disc brakes. The type I 3-point hitch is very reliable. It is also
worth noting that the independent rear PTO runs at rpms. The pump does the job pushing 7. If
core charge instructions are not included with the new item: Different types of parts go to
different locations. Have your order number and invoice number if different ready. Please
contact us, we will give you the address your core needs to be returned to, and any other
instructions. If you do not have a core to return, the core charge will not be refunded. Get
assistance and advice from our parts specialists Click to Call - Just click and we'll call you.
FAQs - Check out the frequently asked questions. Email us - We'll reply within 24 hours. This
Tractor Splitting System is designed to assist service technicians with process of splitting
tractor effortlessly, efficiently and safely while performing tractor repairs, maintenance, and
inspections. Made to service the higher horse power tractors safely and efficiently during
repairs and maintenance. Turn heads and illuminate the roads ahead with our dual row LED
light bars. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled
in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Narrow your search for Ford Tractor
Parts by selecting categories on the left. The Ford Tractor was manufactured from to The Ford
yamahoppers
2008 chevy colorado manual
manual de taller ford
was designed as an all purpose utility tractor. The Ford was powered by a 50 hp 3. The serial
number for the Ford Tractor is located on the right front of the transmission cover :. Click here
for the Ford Parts Diagram. Find the correct part numbers for the parts your looking for, then
return here to search our site for them. Ag tractors such as the Ford Tractor , need repair parts
from time to time. We stock many high quality repair parts for the Ford Tractor such as sheet
metal parts, hydraulic pumps, steering pumps, ring gears, battery boxes, oil filters, top links,
fuel tanks, tie rods, fuel caps, wheel bearings, tune up kits, and much more. Add to Cart.
Subscribe to our free e-newsletter, and get new tips every two weeks. Madison Tractor

Company. Catalog Search. Rubber Tracks Steel Tracks. Please Select Vrisimo W. Find Reset.
Sort By Position Name Price. Learn More. Out of stock. Shop By. Sign Up for Our Newsletter:.
Join our community Facebook Twitter. Accepted Forms of Payment.

